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[url=Burning][img]http://pictures.ripconect.com/28300b56c.gif[/img] Malta is an archipelago in the central Mediterranean Sea between Italy and Libya. It is separated from the continent of Europe by the Gozo Channel. Malta's archipelago consists of the main island of Malta, and nine smaller islands, of which
Comino is the largest. Malta is a country with a densely populated little area, commencing at its points of northeastslope, in small peninsulas, and on the slopes of mountains, with two small islands in the middle, a very short fjord at its western extremity, and the great promontory of Gozo, extending inland
nearly to Valletta, and forming a shelter for the shipping of the Mediterranean. Barry Friedman - Dean of Simon School of Business at Synergis, a certified strategic planning and marketing consultancy, commented: \"For our company, this is a great opportunity to partner with a very well respected company
like Adobe that has a proven track record and can help us to develop best-in-class sales processes and channels for the UK and globally.\" The two companies will form a strategic alliance to jointly develop channel models and programs for the sales of Adobe's premium digital production solutions including

Adobe Creative Suite, Adobe Creative Cloud and Adobe Captivate software. Paul Williams, President of ITD Training, stated: \"This partnership reinforces the global positioning of ITD Training as the leading training organization on digital media technologies and as a vital supplier of customized training
solutions worldwide.\" The company will offer a range of training courses to develop best practices in eLearning delivery and to position and train agencies in Adobe technology. Shaun-Paul Macey, Group Publisher at ITD Training, explained: \"This agreement is a great benefit for both companies and for our

training partners. Adobe provides us with comprehensive training courses and we now have the luxury to leverage their technology. They see us as a key partner and a training service provider. This partnership will support the way we run our business and become one of the main solutions providers for
effective Adobe eLearning in the UK.\" \"This is a significant partnership for our company and we are excited about the future,\" said Cristiano Luzzani, COO of Adobe UK. The two companies have combined their resources and expertise to work together on Adobe's eLearning business. The agreement

provides ITD with access to Adobe's cloud-based eLearning product such as Captivate, Captivate Mobile, Presenter and Experience Manager.
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